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𝟓𝟓𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐-brane is from H-monopoles (smeared NS5-branes) or from KK-monopoles 
under string  T-duality (see the left pictures).  This never appears in gravitational theories 
without B-field. This object is exotic because : 

522-brane has been investigated in supergravity from the “conventional spacetime viewpoint”. 
Now we are ready to analyze it from the string worldsheet viewpoint, because the sigma 
model for NS5-branes/KK-monopoles is well established.  String worldsheet theory will tell us 
much richer property of the 522-brane, because the theory naturally contains B-field on the 
target space. Here, we report that we found the worldsheet model as a 2D N=(4,4) SUSY 
gauge theory (GLSM) for the 522-brane (see the above), though it seemed hard to construct 
the worldsheet model caused by the above exotic features themselves.

chiral superfield → general superfield

vs

The term                                       looks pathological because this 
breaks the shift symmetry, i.e., the isometry on the geometry.
BUT, this term plays an essential role!  If absent, …
• IR theory is reduced to a chiral model: conflict w/ N=(4,4) SUSY,
• Target space metric is single-valued: trivial monodromy,
• Target space B-field does not appear: conflict w/ Buscher rule.

This term yields the T-dual (non-geometric) coordinate, which is 
inevitable to derive the exotic brane geometry!

IR limit of the gauge theory is the NLSM on the 522-brane with B-field. 
The procedure is parallel to the one in the case of KK-monopoles :  

We  successfully produced the exotic five-brane metric with B-field ! 
(see the left above “10D spacetime description”) 

 Analyze worldsheet instantons via gauge theory instantons

(see our work arXiv:1305.4439, skipped here)

 Explore quantum moduli space as in N=(2,2) GLSM

 Construct bound states of NS5-branes and exotic 522-brane

(see de Boer and Shigemori arXiv:1209.6056)

 Apply this object to stringy cosmic string(?), and defective matters(?)

 Etc., etc…
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